
New Americana Panels In! 

Clockwise from Top Right:  

American Country from Hoffman 

(36 inches wide panel), American 

Farm Pattern (60x70 inch throw),  

Patriot panel (24 inches wide),  

ombre and coordinating star print 

from Northcott fabrics. 



Nifty Notions for November 

Handy notions make great gifts and there are more on the way! 

Quilt Builder Card Deck Set 3 is here! These 

handy cards include 40 new blocks along with 

math charts for easy piecing. We have Sets 1 & 2! 

Stop bending over to pick 

up your pins! Let this 

handy magnet do it for you! 

Requested! 

Iron Off White Pens 

Ask! You might get it! 

Combination needle threader 

and thread cutter. A  

perfect fit for any thread! 

Easy threading    

needles for hiding 

thread tails! 



Quilty Notecards 

Blank inside, these cards are   

perfect for any occasion! 

Use them yourself or gift to a 

quilting friend! 

Speaking of cards, check 

out our latest additions to  

our mini cards for gifts! 

This Double Zip Wristlet pattern 

comes with all the hardware you 

need to complete it!  



New Books 

New books in stock! Stop by to page through! 

Back in stock! 



New for the Christmas season, Ashley has made cute quilting themed earrings. 

Silver only at this time and hooks are hypoallergenic! 

Wildflowers from Hoffman  

This big beautiful print would be perfect for a panel style quilt! 



Rose Garden by Heather Peterson 

New Boxed Kits and Pattern from Riley Blake 

Midnight Rose Garden 70x98 

Rose Garden Table Runner (2 Roses) 28x52 

Kits include pattern, fabric for top and binding 

Rose Garden Table Runner Pattern includes 

Single Rose Version 30x59  



Gilded Feathers  

from Kanvas Studios 

Hay Day from Henry Glass 

Panel, border print, and 3  

coordinating prints available! 

This picture shows only 2 of the 5 

rows on the panel. 
Fractal Forest 

Anybody got some free time to 

fussy cut and hand piece? 



New Neutrals 

Botanica Swirls 

from Benartex 

Tiny Tonals 

from Lewis & Irene 

Cross Stitch from Andover 

Cotton printed to look like Aida cloth. Would you cross stitch on it? 



Effervescence 

from Riley Blake 

Allure 

from Northcott 

Woodsmen 

from Riley Blake 



Upcoming Events 


